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Tax Cut and Growth Plan:  
 

An Economic Blueprint to Cut Taxes Rates, Repeal Out-of-Date Regulations, 
and Demand  

A Better Return on Our Investment 
 

 
We live in one of the greatest places in the country.  We have beautiful neighborhoods, tree-lined 
streets, thriving public schools, a well-educated workforce, and a rich legacy in the 
pharmaceutical and life science industries.  We sit just miles from the economic center of the 
world and we have strong businesses, small, medium, and large. 
 
Central Challenges 
 

• Despite our strengths, we are bleeding jobs and forcing out businesses.  Our state, local, 
and property taxes are some of the highest in the country.  New Jersey’s regulations are 
unnecessarily burdensome to businesses. Our transportation and highway infrastructure is 
crumbling, our transit system needs improvement, and people are spending more than an 
hour a day sitting in traffic, instead of sitting with their children at the dinner table.  
 

• When you add it all up, our state has a large “no businesses need apply” sign on the door. 
In the last few years alone, we have lost thousands of jobs here in our District, with the 
departures of large companies, such as Hertz and Mercedes, and the small businesses, 
like dry cleaners, restaurants, and bike shops, that provide half of the private sector jobs 
in New Jersey. 
 

• People will reflexively say these are all state issues.  I disagree.  At the federal level, we 
can reform the tax code to lower tax rates, repatriate dollars stuck overseas, and make it 
simpler for companies and consumers to operate here in our state.  We can cut 
unnecessary and out-of-date federal regulations that are onerous on businesses and 
individuals.   

 
• Equally important, we can start getting a much better return on investment at the local 

level for our federal tax dollars here in the Fifth District.  Our current Congressman, Scott 
Garrett, keeps having us send our hard-earned taxpayer dollars to Washington – we are a 
top five percent tax paying district in the country -- and then refuses to fight to bring 
those dollars back home to help with infrastructure, schools, fire trucks, and clean 
drinking water. It’s shocking, but we are only getting 33 cents back for every tax dollar 
we are sending to Washington – less than half the 68-cent average of the rest of state. 
Fixing our crumbling roads and bridges would have a massive impact on our economy – 
drawing new businesses, increasing productivity, and easing commutes.  Garrett would 
rather us be a tax welfare provider to other states and send our taxpayer dollars to places 
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like Mississippi and West Virginia, where they get back $4.22 cents for every dollar they 
pay in federal taxes.  

 
 
Key Solutions  
 
For too long, the federal government has been run by career politicians like Scott Garrett (he has 
received a taxpayer-funded salary for 25 years) who don’t understand what it’s like in the 
business world.  They’ve never had to make a payroll, balance their budget, or manage through a 
tough time.  As a member of Congress, I will draw on my experience in business to do whatever 
it takes to get us back into the black, cut unnecessary red tape, make smart investments to grow, 
and eliminate spending where it is unnecessary.  
 
I’ve spent the majority of my career in the private sector, at companies like Microsoft and Ford 
Motor Company.  My father and grandfather were small business owners; I spent my childhood 
here in New Jersey, working in my dad’s store and stocking shelves.  I’ve seen first-hand what 
it’s like to run a business.  After spending the last couple of years speaking to business owners 
and residents across the District, it’s clear to me that people want someone with real private 
sector experience who is willing to work across the aisle – with Democrats, Republicans, and 
Independents – to address our challenges, not someone who is going to put their extremist 
personal agenda above the needs of the District.  I believe that if we get things right, and 
capitalize on our assets, New Jersey’s best days are still ahead of us. 
 
I developed this Tax Cut and Growth Plan over the last few months following input, meetings, 
and conversations with residents and business leaders across our District.  
 
The Tax Cut and Growth Plan has three key pillars:  
 

I. Cut Tax Rates and Simplify the Tax Code  
 

II. Repeal Garrett Tax & Demand a Better Return on Our Investment  
 

III. Create an Environment for Economic Growth -- Less Regulation, Less Spending, 
and Balanced Budgets 
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I. Cut Tax Rates & Simplify the Tax Code 
 
I spoke to a senior executive at AT&T a few months ago and asked him why the company keeps 
moving jobs out of New Jersey to Texas.  His answer: when you add it all up, the taxes and 
regulations on our company and our employees are simply too burdensome and the state’s 
infrastructure is a mess.  
 
I agree that we must find ways to get companies to both stay, and move here, not head south to 
cities like Atlanta, Dallas, or Miami.  Just like President Reagan and Tip O’Neil did in 1986, we 
need to work together, across the aisle, to rebuild our tax code from the ground up.  Our tax code 
should not be encouraging inversions and companies to move their headquarters overseas.  We 
must also simplify the code and get it down to a few pages, so you don’t need a team of 
accountants to explain what’s in it.  
 
A. Reducing Tax Rates, as Part of Comprehensive Tax Reform 
 

• Lower Tax Rates: At 35%, the United States corporate tax rate is the highest in the 
industrialized world.  We need comprehensive tax reform to close loopholes and cut the 
corporate tax rate by about ten percent to get it in line with countries such as the United 
Kingdom (20%), Japan (23.4%), and Canada (15%).  This will bring jobs and dollars 
back home.  To pay for meaningful reform, we need to close loopholes and end tax 
shelters that companies are using to store dollars overseas.  Lowering corporate tax rates 
is a first step to lowering taxes for America’s workers.  When Fortune 500 companies and 
other major businesses are incentivized to keep their businesses here in the United States 
and not outsource jobs, we can return good-paying jobs to the US.  

 
• Repatriate Dollars from Overseas: Right now, to avoid the higher tax rates here, the top 

500 companies are stockpiling $2.2 trillion overseas.  Either as part of the comprehensive 
tax reform or as a one-time tax holiday at a lower rate, we need to bring those dollars 
back home.  Doing so will help increase corporate investment and bring new jobs home; 
it will also discourage inversions.  We should also use the revenue to invest in fixing our 
crumbling roads and bridges (more below).  

 
• Simplify the Tax Code to Make it Easier on Families and Businesses: Our corporate tax 

rates are ten points higher than they are in Europe and the tax code is 5,400 pages long. 
To put that in perspective, it was just 400 pages long a century ago.  We should aim to 
simplify it and cut it down significantly.  
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II. Repeal the Garrett Tax & Get a Better Return on Investment 
 

A. Bringing Our Tax Dollars Back to New Jersey 
 
Part of the reason our local and state taxes keep going up, is that our representative, Scott 
Garrett, keeps having us send our hard-earned federal taxpayer dollars to Washington and then 
refuses to fight to bring those dollars back home through grants for investments in roads and 
bridges, new fire trucks, clean drinking water, anti-lone wolf terror training, and education.  
Garrett is putting his Tea Party views ahead of what’s best for the District and, as a result, other 
states like Mississippi and Alabama are taking our tax dollars.  In essence, we’ve become a 
welfare provider to other states across the country.  As a result, our local, state, and property 
taxes are going up to make up for the gap in what we are sending to other states.  It’s outrageous.  
 

• Better Return on Investment: We are one of the top three percent tax-paying Districts in 
the whole country.  Yet, here in the Fifth District, for every dollar we pay in federal 
taxes, we are only getting back $.33 cents on the dollar to our community – less than half 
the $.68 cents on the dollar they get back elsewhere in New Jersey.  The taxpayers in 
West Virginia receive about $4.23 for every tax dollar they pay to the federal 
government.  The result is that we have to make up the difference at the local level to pay 
for our roads, schools, and equipment like fire trucks and training to stop lone wolf 
terrorists.  Because Scott Garrett refuses to get a better return on investment, our state, 
local, and property taxes are going up.  
 

• Ending Welfare to Other States: When you add it up, the difference between what we pay 
out in federal tax dollars, and what we get back, equals $14,000 a person, per year – the 
Garrett Tax.  There’s just no reason New Jersey should be pouring billions of dollars into 
building another road in West Virginia, and not getting the resources we need here for 
fire trucks, police officers, and schools.  
 

• The Garrett Tax Is Causing Property and Local Taxes to Go Up: The Garrett Tax causes 
increases in property, state and local taxes to make up the deficit.  If Garrett advocated 
for the District, we would be getting more dollars back from the federal taxes we are 
already paying.  These dollars would fund critical projects like infrastructure, clean 
drinking water, law enforcement, first responders, and education.  By reversing the 
Garrett Tax, we can raise property values and lower property and local tax rate burdens, 
which are forcing families and businesses out of the Garden State. 

 
• A few years ago, our neighboring Congressman, Bill Pascrell, had to write a letter 

requesting COPS grants the town qualified for because Scott Garrett refused to.  If 
Congressman Pascrell hadn’t, Paramus would have had to pay for the new and necessary 
officers itself.  Local and property taxes would have gone up, and the federal dollars, 
which are already allocated in the budget, would have been shipped to places like Biloxi, 
Mississippi or Plains, Georgia – not Bergen County. 
 

I will be a Congressman who actually represents and advocates for all of the families here in our 
District; I’m not interested in advancing some national extremist agenda.  I will advocate for 
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less spending, lower tax rates and for a better return for the dollars we pay in federal taxes.  This 
will ease the burden at the local level.  I will also make sure we are smart with our investments – 
in education, in infrastructure, in clean drinking water, and in law enforcement -- so we can 
maintain safe, prosperous communities.  
 
B.  What Could We Do with our Tax Dollars Scott Garrett Keeps Sending to Mississippi? 
 
If we repealed the Garrett Tax, and stopped sending our hard-earned tax dollars to other states, 
we could utilize those resources in our communities to invest in transportation, infrastructure, 
and education – and lower our local and property taxes.  Right now, because of Garrett’s Tea 
Party views, we are only getting $.33 cents back for every tax dollar we send to Washington.  
West Virginia gets $4.22 cents.  What if we were able to get the return on investment from our 
tax dollars and wrest back the dollars currently going to other states?  We could double our 
current return and get back $.66 on the dollar -- about the same amount as the rest of New Jersey.   
We could make significant improvements to our infrastructure, improve productivity, ease our 
commute – and, ultimately, lower local and property taxes.  Unlike Scott Garrett, I’m going to 
make sure our federal tax dollars come back here to New Jersey.  
 
A. Fix our Roads and Bridges: Boost the Economy, Increase Productivity, Attract Business 
& Jobs 
 
New Jersey has always been at the crossroads of the East Coast.  Right now, New Jerseyans 
spend more than an hour commuting to New York City.  Yet, our roads and bridges are literally 
crumbling – the routes we take to school and work.  It’s been estimated that the average New 
Jersey motorist loses $861 per year in the form of lost time and wasted fuel as a result of 
crumbling roads and traffic congestion.  We know that vehicle traffic is supposed to increase by 
about fifteen percent by 2030, so we can’t afford to ignore this problem.  
 
The more we can improve the daily commute, to cut down time and costs to businesses, the more 
productive our employees will be.  According to studies, every dollar invested in infrastructure 
boosts the state economy by more than two dollars. 
 
In short, we can’t think long-term if we don’t invest long-term.  Republican President 
Eisenhower understood this when he built the Federal Highway System.  
 

• Invest in Infrastructure: There are 195 bridges in Bergen County alone.  Fully a third of 
all of our state’s bridges are considered deficient and “unsafe.”  Seventy-three percent of 
those deficient bridges are classified as “functionally obsolete” and cannot safely handle 
the amount of traffic they have to; these deficiencies are costing businesses and our 
citizens hundreds of millions of dollars in wasted productivity and sales.  It’s also causing 
businesses to leave our state in search of newer infrastructure and it makes commuting to 
work miserable.  The American Society of Civil Engineers estimates that the cost of 
deficient infrastructure will be $1 trillion a year for businesses and cost 3.5 million jobs 
and is projected to have a $3 trillion impact on the GDP by 2020.  If it were up to Scott 
Garrett, however, we would let our roads crumble and bridges crack.  In fact, last 
December, Garrett was the only member of the state’s congressional delegation – 
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Democrat or Republican – to vote against the infrastructure and transportation bill.  
Instead, Garrett keeps sending our taxpayer dollars to build new roads and bridges in 
southern cities like Biloxi, Mississippi.   
 
If we repealed the Garrett Tax, we could use those dollars that are already going 
elsewhere to fix our roads and bridges here in northern New Jersey.  And when we do, 
we must use state of the art technology, revolutionary engineering, and construction 
methods to ensure our bridges are built and rebuilt with the proper materials, architecture, 
and safety mechanisms that will accommodate heavy traffic flows and reduce 
maintenance and construction costs.  

 
• Infrastructure Bank: Rep John Delaney (D) and Rep. Richard Hanna (R) have proposed 

creating a National Infrastructure Bank that would provide assistance to states and 
localities for infrastructure projects and create a long-term funding source for our national 
highway system.  They’ve suggested utilizing repatriated dollars that are currently sitting 
overseas.  This is a strong idea that will allow us to stimulate the economy now with new 
jobs and prepare us for the long road ahead.  
 

• Build the Gateway Tunnel to New York City:  I recently met with the chairman of 
Amtrak.  He told me that during peak time, we have only 24 trains per hour flowing from 
New Jersey into the one tunnel into New York City.  That tunnel has two tracks, one in 
and one out, and it’s about a hundred years old.  On the weekends, given the necessary 
repairs after Hurricane Sandy, the tunnel can only handle eight trains per hour on the one 
track that stays open.  You can’t have an effective transit system with only 8 trains an 
hour.  The Gateway Tunnel would allow 13 more NJ Transit trains during peak hours, for 
a total of 33 NJ Transit trains and eight additional Amtrak trains.   
 

In 2010, Scott Garrett came out against the Arc Tunnel, Gateway’s predecessor, costing our 
state $3 billion dollars from the federal government we could have used to help build the 
tunnel.  Garrett decided that his national Tea Party agenda was more important than 
supporting a project that would have brought an estimated 44,000 new jobs, $18 billion in 
property value increases, $660 million a year in Gross Regional Product, safer infrastructure, 
and shorter commute times to our state.  Garrett preferred to have those dollars go to 
infrastructure projects in other states. 
 
After cheering the cancelation of the ARC Tunnel in 2010, Scott Garrett completely flip-
flopped just four years later, saying now that he would like to see the project completed 
“sooner rather than later.”  Because of his inaction, this project will now cost our state more 
dollars.  Moreover, if Garrett had just fought for us in the first place, we would now be fewer 
than two years away from the targeted 2018 project completion.  Despite his recent change of 
heart on the project, Scott Garrett continues to talk out of both sides of his mouth; he recently 
voted against funding that will move the tunnel forward.  
 
We must build an additional tunnel immediately and add a direct line from Bergen County 
into Penn Station without having to stop in Secaucus.  Doing so will not only help people get 
home sooner to see their children, but it will draw new businesses and citizens to our state. 
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III. Create an Environment for Economic Growth -- Less Regulation, Less Spending, and 
Balanced Budgets 
 
A. Cutting Unnecessary Spending 
 
We must make a commitment to reining in government spending, cutting waste and deficits, and 
shrinking our national debt today.  
 

• PAYGO:  We can achieve these critical goals if we commit to a pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) 
rule that cannot be circumvented with budget gimmicks.  Under the PAYGO rules “a new 
proposal must either be ‘budget neutral’ or offset with savings derived from existing 
funds.”  I also believe we need to pass a Balanced Budget Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution.  Americans have to balance their checkbook, why shouldn’t Congress?  

 
• Mandatory Audits for all Federal Departments and Agencies: Year after year, we see 

stories in the news about entire federal departments failing their GAO audit.  Why are we 
letting the federal government spend wildly over budget without any ability to rein them 
in?  
 

• Eliminate Wasteful Spending: There are a number of places we can save significant 
amounts of money through eliminating or modernizing wasteful and defunct systems.  
For instance, every federal employee, all 2.8 million of them, has a specific set of items 
in their workplace: desks, chairs, computers, and office supplies.  Despite those being 
essential items, we are not buying them in bulk, costing us a grand sum of $50 billion.  A 
GAO report found that the IRS paid $2.7 billion to corporations for tax credits that were 
expired or which the businesses didn’t even quality for in the first place.  Further, with so 
many government services contracted out to private businesses, we need to make sure our 
tax dollars are going to the best business for the best price.  We could save $80 billion by 
promoting more competition in the federal contracting system.  
 

B. Balanced Budget Amendment 
 
President Bill Clinton understood the importance of balanced budgets.  During the time I worked 
for him, we had three balanced budgets and surpluses as far as the eye could see.  We need to get 
back to watching our costs.  
 
To get our spending under control, we need to force change upon Congress and pass an 
amendment to the U.S. Constitution that requires we spend within our means, with an exemption 
clause in case of a national emergency or in the event of war.  A Balanced Budget Amendment 
would give investors a sense of security and increased stability in the way our government 
spends its money.  
 
C. Repeal or Update Out-of-Date Regulations 
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One thing that I saw when I worked at the Federal Communications Commission was that too 
many government employees showed up with one thought in mind: how can I create more 
regulation today.  The Chairman I worked for, where I led the first Office of Public-Private 
Partnerships, focused equally on which out-of-date regulations we could cut and where could we 
use public-private partnerships to solve problems instead of adding regulations.  That’s the right 
approach. 
 
Right now, the Code of Federal Regulations is more than 175,000 pages in 235 volumes.  Certain 
rules of the road make sense, of course, like those that protect the health and safety of our 
families and country. But others create numerous barriers to growth.  Like anything, it’s about 
smart moderation.  
 
Here is what I propose to streamline our regulatory process: 
 

• “REG-GO:” Like PAYGO, REG-GO would require that for every regulation proposed 
another out-of-date regulation would need to be to repealed or updated. 
 

• Review Out-of-Date Regulations: There are too many regulations on the books that are 
not only bad for business and consumers, but also irrelevant or have unintended 
consequences.  For example, the USDA once sent a letter to a magician notifying him 
that because of a new regulatory rule, he would have to write a disaster plan for the rabbit 
in his act.  

 
• Streamline Existing Regulations: Congress should enable agencies to undertake wide-

scale, transparent regulatory reviews with the input of private sector experts and with an 
initial focus on boosting innovative areas of our economy. 
 

 
Concluding Thoughts 
 
I’m confident that our Tax Cut and Growth Plan will help jumpstart North Jersey’s economy: 
lowering taxes rates, eliminating out-of-date and unnecessary regulations, eliminating wasteful 
spending, and making long-term, strategic investments in our infrastructure.  With these reforms, 
North Jersey can become an example of how smart economic policy, free from partisanship, can 
allow for growth that lifts up entire communities together.  Like all good plans, this is a living 
and breathing document, but the overall goal is to put our state and country on a sound economic 
plan for the 21st Century – one that will modernize our economy and meet the demands of an 
ever changing global economy, all while being fiscally responsible. 
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